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Laser interferometer images showing
resonance on speaker cones.

Matthew Polk and University Researcher
inside laser interferometer lab.

Overview—The LSi Legacy
The holy grail for any serious listener is a loudspeaker that
brings audio performances to warm, dynamic life. Polk Audio’s
LSi Series, introduced in 2001, was created to please just this
kind of listener. LSi Series loudspeakers delivered flatter, more
accurate frequency response, with lower distortion and more
realistic details, than any speaker in their price range. Superior
components, including tweeters normally found on much more
expensive speakers, housed in beautifully sculpted cabinets,
brought accolades from the professional audio press for
superior imaging and tonal accuracy. LSi Series has remained
the Polk Audio flagship product for a decade. Now, it’s time to
revisit the design and engineering of this incredible loudspeaker;
to use newly developed technologies to increase the value
equation of the series. This is not an evolution. It’s a revolution.
The new LSiM is an emphatic restatement of the qualities
that made the original series so great.

Performance Objectives Of The LSi M Series:
The performance objectives for the new LSiM Series
predate the original LSi design and are, in fact, design
principles Polk Audio first set down during development
of its original Monitor loudspeakers. These ideals have
been guiding principles for Polk Audio’s best high
performance loudspeakers:

Sound that virtually transports the listener
to the scene of the recorded performance.
1. Pleasing tonality, even during extended listening

at performance levels.
2. Crisp, lifelike impulses, transients and coherent

detail without any unnatural ringing or decay.
3. Natural reproduction of complex low frequency

instruments and special effects.
4. Uniform sonic representation within the listening

area and immersive spatial impression.
5. Reproduce concert/theater levels while

maintaining linearity and accuracy.
6. Compatibility with a wide array of electronics

both past, present and future.
7. Work as promised for many years of enjoyment.

Transducers In The LSi M Series
The transducers used in the LSiM Series include: 1" ring radiator
tweeter, 3 1/4" mid-range, 5 1/4" mid-bass, 6 1/2" mid-bass drivers,
and 5" x 7" and 6" x 9" subwoofers.

We can’t talk about Polk’s approach to transducer design
without mentioning the foundation to that approach,
Dynamic Balance®.

Dynamic Balance is a design process that Polk Audio has
employed for more than two decades. In 1988 Polk engineers,
and engineers at Johns Hopkins University, teamed up to
develop a Full-Field Heterodyning Laser Interferometer System.

They began by examining the ubiquitous, performance-robbing
resonances that develop on and within loudspeaker materials,
such as speaker cone “modal resonances,” those vibrations
on speaker cones that cause frequency response aberrations.
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Trial and error led Polk Audio engineers to several materials
that worked together to defeat these modal resonances.
Our research proved that no single material, but instead
a combination or “composite” of materials, had the non-
resonant characteristics we sought. Combining unique
materials in new ways, along with new geometry and
state-of-the-art construction techniques, our engineers
were able to virtually tune out those resonances.

It was this work with Hopkins that led to the all-inclusive design
theory we call “Dynamic Balance.” Dynamic Balance uses
advanced analysis of a design’s entire electro-acoustic and
mechanical system to help select better materials and more
efficient geometry. Through this process we can pinpoint
and eradicate elements that reduce performance standards.

Cone material is but one variable at play in the Dynamic Balance
design process we engage in, but it is an excellent starting point
at which to look at the designs incorporated into the drivers
that make up the new LSiM Series.

Super Cell Aerated Polypropylene Cone:
The perfect cone material would be low in mass (light) so that
it could rapidly accelerate and decelerate for superior detail and
transparency. Also, light cones are easier to move, meaning they
are more efficient and require less amplifier power to play loudly.
The ideal cone would also be infinitely stiff, as stiffness determines
the bending wave velocity and hence the frequencies at which
resonance will occur. A stiff cone resists torsion and flexing that
would cause resonance, a root cause of frequency response
error and distortion. At the same time, the ideal cone would have
high internal damping to suppress any resonance or “ringing”
that may occur on the cone. Of course this ideal material does
not exist, because these three requirements (low mass, stiffness
and damping) tend to be mutually exclusive. Make a structure
stiffer, and it is more likely to ring. Damp that stiff structure
with a soft material, and you just added mass. Well-damped
materials are not stiff. All cone materials seek to hit an ideal
balance between these three elements.

The best material we have found, and which is used in the current
LSi Series, is Aerated Polypropylene (APP). APP is mineral-filled
polypropylene that has been “puffed up” with injected air to form
a honey-comb like structure.

Aerated Polypropylene (APP)

You can see that near the surfaces the material is densely packed.
In fact at that layer the material is hard and stiff—we call it the
crunchy outside. The added thickness of the material contributes
to stiffening the structure, because stiffness increases with the
cube of thickness. In the middle layer you can see air pockets in
the material. This soft material provides good internal damping.
We call that the chewy center.

Enter Super Cell APP
The original APP cone approached the ideal balance of high stiff-
ness with high damping and high resistance to moisture, UV and
temperature extremes. But now the new LSiM Series employs the
next generation of APP called Super Cell Aerated Polypropylene.

Super Cell APP creates a thicker cone material, yet reduces the
cone’s mass further. The individual “puffed cells” are actually
larger, so the cone retains its lightness, without compromising
stiffness. The result is better transient response and more detail.

The benefits of Super Cell Aerated Polypropylene
used in the LSiM Series driver cones include higher
stiffness, better damping and lower density.
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Butyl Rubber Surround
The cone is bonded to the basket with a soft butyl rubber surround
that acts to further suppress cone resonance. If an unwanted
resonance develops in the cone, it travels through the cone
like a wave in a pool. Like a water wave reflecting off the side
of a pool, if the cone resonance wave hits a hard boundary,
it will reflect back through the cone. The surrounds in the
LSiM’s transducers are soft injection-molded butyl rubber,
tuned to absorb unwanted cone resonance. As well as helping
make for a superior sounding driver, this surround is impervious
to ultra violet rays (sunlight), temperature extremes and humidity
for ultimate long life and reliability.

Extended Linear Motion Voice Coil
The goal of Extended Linear Motion Voice Coils (EXL) is to
make BL (the motor force applied to the cone) consistent
in both directions of travel to reduce distortion. EXL achieves
this by modifying gap geometry to use a short coil but still
have a large range in which BL is consistent. EXL uses a tall
gap and places a cut half-way between, which splits the gap
effectively into two gaps. The short coil sits vertically at the
center of this cut, and the ends of the coil are in the middle
of the two gaps.

As the coil moves, up let’s say, the bottom of the coil starts
leaving the lower gap, which normally would reduce BL. But
because the top of the coil starts moving into the upper gap,
this increases BL. The two effects offset each other and keep
BL nearly constant, at least until the coil leaves the upper gap.

Using a short coil minimizes the weight of the coil, and the more
consistent amount of steel around the coil keeps inductance more
constant. In addition, our engineers added an aluminum shorting
ring to the mid-range and mid-woofers in the cut to help counter-
act eddy currents in the voice coils, extending high-frequency
response by bringing down impedance.

Of course there are tradeoffs. EXL can’t handle the high power
a tall coil can. Hence, EXL is used only in the LSiM’s mid-range
and mid-woofers. The LSiM’s subwoofers use overhung coils,
which allow larger excursions and greater power handling
necessary for subwoofer performance.

Cast Aluminum Baskets
LSiM baskets (5 1/4" and
6 1/2" mid-woofers; 5" x 7"
and 6" x 9" subwoofers)
employ a splayed-strut
design that is impressively
light, open and almost deli-
cate in appearance. Yet for
all this design’s openness,
these baskets provide
the rigid superstructure

for a precise, tight alignment of the active speaker’s constituent
parts that helps contribute to a flat response and low distortion.
All LSiM baskets are cast aluminum and have the necessary
mass to suppress mechanical resonance and ringing. This
basket’s “airy,” open design provides ample venting to equalize
the air pressure on both sides of the suspension, for free and
linear movement of the spider and cone in both directions
of travel. A basket of a ribbed-bullet design, also of cast alu-
minum, is used in the 3 1/4" mid-range driver. Because of the
driver’s small size, and that fact that it’s placed in its own
enclosure (see Sonic Engine Enclosure), the ribs also serve
as a heat sink.

The Extended Linear Motion voice coil design improves
dynamic range and accuracy across the driver’s bandwidth.
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Dynamic Sonic Engine (Driver and Tweeter)
One of the most important features of the LSi M Series is
the Dynamic Sonic Engine. The engine is comprised of a 3 1/4"
Extended Linear Motion mid-range driver and a 1" ring radiator
tweeter. The engine has been designed to handle the critical
mid-range between 200 Hz and 2 kHz, and the mid-range driver
has an improved mass to magnet ratio that improves transient
response. Overall, the engine delivers timbre-matching,
improved high-frequency dispersion and greater horizontal
off-axis response.

3 1/4" Mid-Range Driver
The mid-range driver uses Super Cell Aerated Polypropylene
(APP) for its cone, providing greater stiffness without weight
gain. The voice coil is the Extended Linear Motion design, for
the a more consistent BL (force applied to cone). The basket
is cast aluminum and aerodynamically shaped as it also serves
as heat sink. The driver’s surround is a low-density foam
to match the lighter mass of the cone material.

The 3 1/4" mid-range driver is part of the sonic engine, which has been
designed to handle the critical mid-range frequencies from 200 Hz to 2 kHz.

Enhanced Ring Radiator Tweeter-
Nuanced Design Changes

The advantages of the ring radiator
tweeter are well documented. Suffice
it to say that it has been vital to the
performance and success of LSi, since
the series’ inception. The tweeter is well
known for its excellent accuracy and

detail. Yet our engineers found that some nuanced improvements
could be made to the design to serve their performance goals
for the LSi ’s Dynamic Sonic Engine.

First, Polk engineers reshaped the tweeter’s bullet phase plug.
This allowed the tweeter to be moved farther out on the baffle,
which improved dispersion and eliminated horn loading. Next,
They opened up the tweeter’s faceplate, also to aid dispersion.
And finally, our engineers determined that covering a portion
of the diaphragm roll eliminated energy coming off the dome
and also improved dispersion. This ring radiator even has its
own enclosure. These subtle design changes, plus the excellent
performance of the tweeter itself, have resulted in higher power
handling, extended dynamic range, improved dispersion
and extended top end response.
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The isotropic ring radiator tweeter has extended dynamic range,
improved dispersion and extended top-end response.

Dynamic Sonic Engine (Enclosure)
The Dynamic Sonic Engine
enclosure is a single molded
piece that carries both the
3 1/4" mid-range driver and the
1" ring radiator tweeter. The
transducers are combined in
an optimized array (aligned)
for uniform directivity and
a uniform, wide dispersion
pattern. Our goal was to create
an immersive spatial impression
within the listening area.

The enclosure tapers and internally has a molded-in “turbine”
to reduce back wave reflections. The 3 1/4" driver’s pole plate
presses against the turbine for lateral stiffness, and the turbine,
as well as the ribs on the outside of the enclosure, increase
the structure’s overall rigidity, so it doesn’t excite additional
resonances. In addition, the enclosure isolates the driver
from back waves caused by the mid-woofer. Finally, the
engine’s baffle has been shaped to reduce directivity and
create a broad, uniform dispersion pattern.

5 1/4" & 6 1/2" Mid-Woofer Drivers

The geometries and technologies are the same in both the
5 1/4" and 6 1/2" mid-woofers. Size differentiates these drivers.
Both employ Extended Linear Motion voice coils. Cones are
made of Super Cell Aerated Polypropylene. Magnets are ferrite.
Baskets are the cast aluminum splayed-strut design. Both drivers
use dual spiders for increased stability and linearity. The spiders
are inverted to cancel non-linearities, and inverting the spiders
also helps keep the voice coil stable and vertical over a large
range of motion. Dual spiders spread stresses out over two
rather than one for increased durability.

The LSiM 5 1/4" and 6 1/2" mid-woofers
incorporate aerated polypropylene cones,
Extended Linear Motion voice coils, butyl
rubber surrounds, dual opposing spiders
and open cast aluminum baskets.

5" x 7" & 6" x 9" Oval Subwoofers
The oval shape was purposely
chosen by our engineers to give
an increase in surface area while
enabling a narrow baffle design.
Like the mid-woofers, the geome-
tries and technologies are the
same in both the 5" x 7" and 6" x 9"
subwoofers. Again, size is the dif-
ferentiating characteristic of these
subwoofers. Cones are made of
Super Cell Aerated Polypropylene.

Magnets are ferrite. Baskets are the cast aluminum splayed-strut
design. Both drivers use dual spiders for increased stability and
linearity. The one exception are voice coils. A conventional “over-
hung” coil design is used. This design allows larger excursions
and higher power handling. Shorting rings are incorporated for
inductance modulation.
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Orth Crossovers
The current LSi employs a 3rd order crossover. The goal with
LSiMwas to try and maintain a lower order design. The Orth
Crossover was developed for increased power handling and
dispersion control. The LSiM towers use a 4-way design,
while the bookshelf and centers employ 3-ways. The ring radiator
tweeter uses a 2nd order high pass with polypropylene capacitors,
mid-woofers use mylar capacitors, and the subwoofers, air core
inductors. The crossover networks are wired in parallel to keep
parasitic resistances out of the path of the drivers. Notch filters
and a Zobel network in the 3 1/4" mid-range driver’s crossover
makes loads more uniform.

The LSi M Enclosure
All LSiM cabinets are made of 3/4" MDF, while their baffles are
made from a robust 1 1/4" MDF. Internal bracing is also robust
and substantial. The LSiM towers are an interesting study
in the quest to banish resonance and beef up performance.

Each driver and woofer in the LSiM towers has its own enclosure
(the LSiM707 tower has five separate chambers; even the tweeter
has its own enclosure). The towers have no parallel surfaces;
they do have massive bracing and curved tops, all of which help
to eliminate resonance and standing waves. The isolated sub-
woofer enclosures also help eliminate internal standing waves.

Aside from its aesthetic appeal, the curved cabinet design
also enables subwoofer columns of different lengths and
shapes. This creates less organ pipe resonance (less column
resonance). Our engineers spilt the energy generated by the
subwoofers into two small peaks, rather than one large spike.

The baffle has a very generous radius to eliminate edge
diffraction; and the speaker grille, which attaches magnetically,
is a zero-diffraction design. These details help stabilize imaging
for a well-defined soundstage.

Zero Diffraction Grilles
LSiM Loudspeakers feature super-
thin 1mm zero diffraction grilles.
These innovative magnetic grilles
have virtually no measurable effect
on the frequency response of the
loudspeaker. As you can see in this
graph, the slight differentiation
between the grille-on (red) and
grille-off (yellow) measurements
above 10kHz can be attributed
merely to the thin cloth of the grille.
Completely unobtrusive, stylishly
sheer, zero diffraction grilles
reveal audio detail in all its glory.

Grille on vs. grille off (bookshelf and tower).
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PowerPort®—A Patented Polk Technology
The LSiM707 tower uses dual
PowerPorts (the center channel
has twin internal diffusers).
In the towers, the ports vent
out the bottom of the cabinet,
which creates more uniform
coupling. No ArcPorts® are
necessary, because the LSiM Sonic Engine has eliminated
back wave reflections ArcPort was designed to eliminate.

Air moving out of a bass port creates
turbulence. This turbulence usually
results in boomy distortion, especially
at high volume. Air turbulence at the
mouth of even a small-diameter port
causes a lot of “port noise,” and can
result in bass output losses up to 3dB.
Astonishingly, a loss of 3dB means
that half the amplifier power being
used for bass reproduction is wasted
by air turbulence!

To virtually eliminate bass-stealing
turbulence at the port mouth, our
engineers designed and patented

an innovation we call PowerPort. The classic PowerPort
is a specially designed “cone” at the mouth of the port that
funnels and directs the moving air when it exits the port.
The PowerPort promotes “laminar” airflow. It uses an
ingeniously compact design to mimic the properties
of what would be a very long flared port opening, reducing
air turbulence to near zero. No turbulence means no wasted
power, which means more efficient bass response.

Finishing Details
Finishing details on the LSiM line include metal dual gold-plated
binding posts, for bi-amping and the most secure connections.
Polk-designed floor spikes serve to mass couple the LSiM towers
to the floor to reduce resonance. The spikes have a hex-head
screw, which allows you to level the towers without having
to tip them to adjust a spike. Rubber trim around the drivers
damps their baskets as they provide a cosmetically clean
fit and finish, with no visible screws.

LSiM line has metal dual
gold-plated binding posts.

Polk-designed floor spikes. The spikes have a hex-head
screw, which allows you to level
the towers without having to tip
them to adjust a spike.

LSiM tower speaker base.
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Just In Case You’re Curious

Klippel Optimization
Of greater importance than the voice coil material, magnet type
or size is where the coil sits in the magnetic structure and how
it moves within that structure. In order for a driver to reproduce
complex sounds accurately, the cone must move in exactly
the same distance and manner in both directions of travel.

If the cone moves 0.5 mm in the forward direction and only
0.4 mm in the backward direction in response to a given sine
wave signal, the sound will be distorted. In order for the driver
to move accurately in both directions, equal force must be
applied to the cone, and the cone must be able to move
as far and as freely in both directions.

With a Klippel Optimizer, we can optimize the motor structure,
voice coil alignment and suspension to yield the best possible
performance. BL Product is the product of the motor’s magnetic
flux density times the length of voice coil in the gap. Put more
simply it is a measure of the motive force applied to the driver
cone. The important thing isn’t whether you have more or less
BL product, but whether you have the right amount for the
mass of the driver and whether the BL is applied uniformly.

Ideally you would like to have the same amount of BL product
applied to the cone at every distance of excursion in both
directions of travel. The perfect driver would have a straight
line graph plot. But in the real world drivers have limitations.

More On The Ring Radiator Tweeter
Just like driver cones, tweeter diaphragms are prone to material
resonance that cause frequency response errors and distortion.
Careful choice of material is important, as is the geometry of the
diaphragm. Tweeter diaphragms must be able to vibrate at least
20,000 times per second! That’s fast, and it stands to reason that
light weight is especially important in tweeters. But as we saw
earlier, light, well-damped materials are not stiff and even
a tweeter needs to be stiff to avoid ”decoupling” and other
problems. A dome shape helps give the diaphragm greater
structural integrity and stiffness.

Take a look at a cross-section of a typical tweeter dome.
You can see that the dome is supported by the voice coil
only along its circumference. That means there is a vast
area of diaphragm that is not supported, making the tweeter
prone to resonance developing in the dome material.

The ultra-light, woven diaphragm is supported at two pivot
points, with the voice coil attached roughly midpoint between
the two pivots. With very small areas of unsupported material,
there’s less opportunity for performance-robbing resonance
to develop. The integrated phase plug prevents phase cancella-
tions to maintain flat, smooth response both on- and off-axis.

Voice Coil, Former & Magnets
The voice coil filament is copper clad aluminum combining the
lightweight property of aluminum with the superior high frequency
conductivity of copper. A copper ”Faraday Cap” on the top of the
magnet stack flattens the impedance curve, lowers distortion,
extends and improves high-frequency response. Dual neodymium
magnets bathe the voice coil in powerful magnetic flux while
retaining compact dimensions. An air cavity below the diaphragm
acts much like the enclosure in a woofer system to extend
and control low- frequency response for flatter, more accurate
response near the crossover frequencies.

Dr. Klippel’s marvelous machine.
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Phase Plug
OK, we admit it, that bullet-shaped thing in the middle of the driver
does look really cool, but it plays a vital role in ensuring smooth,
flat, off-axis frequency response. Higher frequencies radiate from
the driver near the center of the cone. If the short high frequency
waves radiated from one side of the cone meet the same sound
waves from the other side of the driver (and they will), those sound
waves will interfere to cancel and reinforce each other. The result
is uneven frequency response and poor off-axis performance.
The phase plug prevents those short high frequency wavelengths
from bumping into and interfering with each other. The benefit is
flatter, smoother high-frequency response both on- and off-axis.

Zobel Network In The 3 1/4" Mid-Range
Voice coil inductance interacts with the crossover network to
produce impedance variations. A Zobel network is an RC circuit
that negates the inductance effect of the voice coil, thus flattening
the high-frequency impedance curve of the loudspeaker itself.
The crossover filters behave more accurately, the amplifier
”sees” an easier way to drive impedance load and works more
efficiently. You’ll hear a better blended system for more lifelike
midrange, and you’ll get higher output and better dynamic range.
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